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INTRO


FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICAL TESTS "BEFORE" GALAXIES ARE FORMED

IN THE POST-REIONIZATION UNIVERSE


                     INTENSITY MAPPING

IGM


GALAXY CLUSTERING: DYNAMICAL AND GEOMETRICAL PROBE


WEAK LENSING 

GALAXY CLUSTERS 

FABIO FINELLI: CMB x LSS


KFIR BLUM: SMALLER SCALES 
PROPERTIES OF GALAXIES


LUCA AMENDOLA: MODIFICATION OF 
GRAVITY/DARK ENERGY


OLGA MENA: NEUTRINOS


TRACY SLATYER:  DARK MATTER

PLAN

CONNECTIONS



WEAK (and partly STRONG) LENSING 
Hoekstra & Jain 2008


Schneider lectures https://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0509252

Wong et al. 2019 - HoliCow time delays results


Birrer+22

Treu+21 2210.10833 mini review


Martin Crocce [talk]

Martin White lectures


Hoekstra [talk]

Heymans+21 [Kids-1000] LCDM


Trost+21 [Kids-1000] beyond LCDM

Mantz+21 cosmology with gas fraction in Galaxy Clusters


Esposito+22

Costanzi+18


DES 3yr results papers https://www.darkenergysurvey.org/des-year-3-cosmology-results-papers/

https://www.darkenergysurvey.org/des-year-3-cosmology-results-papers/


First lensed Quasar Q0957+561A   - Welsh (1979)





SMACS 0723, known as Webb’s First Deep Field 

11/07/22



Weak Lensing Basics - I

Assumptions: 

1) Gravitational field is weak

2) Deflection angles are small

3) Deflection happens at scales << scale of the Universe

Use GR with line element and Phi Newtonian potential

Use Fermat principle dtau=0

n>1 is an index of refraction

produced by the Newtoniana potential



Weak Lensing Basics - II

Photons will follow a Path for which the light travel time

is stationary to small changes in the path



Weak Lensing Basics - III

The lens equation

The mapping from image to source plane is easy.  
This is not the case for the mapping from source to image plane:  
A source with true position will be observed at all positions that satisfy the lens equation.  
Multiple solutions are possible: a single source can be observed at several positions on the sky 
... and this is used to measure H0 from time delays! :-)  



Weak Lensing Basics - IV

convergence

deflection

angle

gravitational

potential

Poisson-like

equation

Redshift of sources has to be known: spectroscopy too expensive

       photometry is good

Observable effects:


Delays

Deflection

Distortion



Time delays - I

Lens potential

Units: (angle)^2/H0



Time delays - II

Key quantity to model



Time delays - III

2.4% error bar on H0 
5.3 sigma away from Planck value 

NOTE: 
Modelling of the gravitational potential 

With a more flexible parametrization, H0 is only constrained if the 
measured time delays and imaging data are supplemented by stellar 
kinematics. Applying this extremely conservative choice to the 
TDCOSMO sample of 7 lenses increases the uncertainty on H0 
from 2% to 8% --> 74 pm 6 km/s/Mpc 



Deflection - I

First Derivative = 0

Notable example CMB lensing - from Blake Sherwin

Units=angles



Distortion - I

Units: angle^0

The effect of lensing is to remap the images of extended sources, 

while conserving surface brightness 

Shearing and

magnification

k is convergence

g is shear



Distortion - II



Distortion - III

Real Space
Fourier Space

GOAL: get surface density from shear (or convergence)



Distortion - IV

like CMB.... 



Distortion - IV

Using Gauss theorem

The tangential shear provides a direct measure of the mass contrast. It is a local measurement.
This can be used to estimate projected masses within a radius with minimal assumptions 
about the radial matter distribution. 



COSMOLOGY WITH WEAK LENSING













How beautiful!!!  

....but in practice....















DARK ENERGY with DES 3yr

arXiv:2207.05766 

Pivot: z~0.3



STERILE NEUTRINOS

ACTIVE NEUTRINOS

NEUTRINOS



Modification of gravity and evolution of growth



KIDS-1000

Tension between WL and Planck quantified at the level of 2-3sigma 

We find that the ∼ 3σ tension with Planck CMB data that was found in 
Asgari et al. (2021) and Heymans et al. (2021) is not resolved by either 
extending the parameter space beyond flat ΛCDM, or by restricting it 
through fixing the amplitude of the primordial power spectrum to the 
Planck best-fit value.

Baryonic 
correction 

model 
wrong???



Cosmology with Galaxy Clusters - I

Concentrations of ~103 galaxies 
σv ~500-1000 km/s
Size: ~1-2 Mpc 
Mass: ~1014-1015 Msun 
➔ λi ≈10 Mpc 
Baryon content: 
➔ cosmic share (~15%) in hydrostatic 
equilibrium
ICM temperature: 
➔ T ~ 2-10 keV 
➔ fully ionized plasma; Thermal 
bremsstrahlung 
➔ ne~10-2-10-4 cm-3 
➔ LX ~ ne 2 V ~ 1045 erg/s

Physical properties of GCs as inferred

from optical and X-ray observations



Cosmology with Galaxy Clusters - II

➔ Signal virtually independent of redshift 
➔ Proportional to the l.o.s. integration of neTe ~ pressure 
➔ Wider dynamic range accessible compared to X-rays
➔ We are now in the era of SZ cluster cosmology (e.g. ACT, SPT, Planck)

SZ-Clusters



Cosmology with Galaxy Clusters - III

What do we need to do cosmology with GCs? 1) robust cluster catalogs with large z leverage (with well understood 
purity and completeness; look for e.g. DES, SPT-3G, eROSITA, Euclid) 2. accurate absolute mass calibration (from weak 
lensing or X-ray once bHE is better characterized) 3. sufficiently low-scatter mass proxy information (mainly from X-ray 
and SZ follow-up; optical is more expensive and still affected from large scatter)

dV/dz: volume [priors from BAO, SN, CMB

f(X,z) observational strategy - selection function


dn/dM cosmology Mass function

dp/dX - astrophysics [from sims/mocks/observations]




Cosmology with Galaxy Clusters - IV: constraints from gas fractions

~ 40 X-ray Clusters - measurement of f_gas

from hydrostatic equilibrium


sample of relaxed and hot GCs from Chandra

also some WL mass estimates to further constrain the model

Mantz+21



Costanzi+2018: abundance and weak-lensing 
of RedMapper clusters from SDSS (z=0.1-0.3) 

No evidence of tension with CMB constraints 
and constraints from other cluster catalogues 

Cosmology with Galaxy Clusters - V: constraints from optical clusters



Cosmology with Galaxy Clusters - VI: constraints from SZ cluster

Bocquet+2018: cluster counts in the SPT-SZ survey (z=0.25-1.75) 
➔ 377 clusters used, supplemented by HST+Magellan 
WL mass and Chandra X-ray observations 

• Allow neutrino mass to be a free paramteer
• Test of growth of structure in agreement with GR  

•  



Cosmology with Galaxy Clusters



Detection signal noise-ratio vs Cluster Mass

Cosmology with Galaxy Clusters and the IGM - new tension????

Esposito+22 w



Lensing and Clusters - Summary

• Weak gravitational lensing: fundamental cosmological observables which, 
unlike galaxy clustering and similarly to Lyman-alpha, allows access to non-
linear scales  

• Tremendous progress in the last decade: KiDS, DES, CFHTLens. Mathematically 
very neat modelling, in practice much harder 

• Probe of structure growth: some S8 tension seems to be present 
• Galaxy Cluster number counts also very important to constrain s8-Omegam: 

results in agreement with WL 
• Again: exciting future: for WL: Euclid and LSST, for GCs: eROSITA, Euclid, 

Roman telescope. 




